for all £, s in H, then *'almost all" sample functions of the process are Lipsehitz-β continuous on T for 0 < β < a/2. The phrase "almost all" is used in the sense that the process defines a probability measure μ on the space C τ of continuous or Lipsehitz-β continuous functions on T, such that for any k points ί where p* 1 *-** is the probability measure defined by the random vector {ξt 1 , ••• ξt k }. In the case where the process {ξ t 'teH} is separable and is separated by the set of dyadic numbers in H, then the phrase "almost all" as defined here takes on the usual meaning.
In application, it is shown that the Brownian process in a Hilbert space defined by Paul Levy satisfies the latter condition for a = 1. Thus almost all sample functions are Lipschitz-β continuous on T for 0 < β < 1/2 if T is a compact set of the form described above. Furthermore, it is shown that Levy's result that almost all sample functions of this process are discontinuous in the Hilbert sphere may be extended to arbitrary noncompact subsets of the form T = {(t lf t 2 , and .τ*(^') -> ίc*(ί), for all cc; hence x*(t) = x(t) for almost all x in X, or P{x e X: α?*(ί) = α (ί)} = 1.
It follows that for any finite set t\ ... t\ P{x: 
The first set on the right side of the last = sign is a Borel cylinder in X and is therefore measurable. The second and third sets have probability measure 0 and hence are also measurable sets. Thus Π~\E) is a measurable set. On the other hand, if the set A does contain the point (0, 0, 0), then
The probability of the second set on the right of this equality is zero, therefore again Π~1(E) is a measurable set. Consequently, Π is a measurable map.
For Borel sets E = {x e C τ :
e A} eA} A} Theorem 1. Lβί {f t ; te H) be a Gaussian process, E(ξ t ) = 0, and T a compact subset of the set {t: a n ^ t n ^ a n + 1/2"}. Hence, . n. Now we may apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma to conclude that for almost all sample functions x, there is an integer N (dependent on x) such that n ^ N implies that
or all k, m such that (k + e m )h n and kh n are in D.
Let $ be a sample function for which (2) holds whenever n ^ N. Let t be in I nk Γ) D, n ^ N. Then we may apply (1) and by repeated application of the triangle inequality
JL+if;_!l-.= «±lAf where M=Σ_£_<co. Now observe that we have chosen θ such that 0 < β < θ < α/2. This means that θ -β -ε> 0 so that { 4) w + 1 = Ji±J_ < _i_ for % sufficiently large .
Let x be a sample function for which (2) , (3), and (4) where the points ^^ and the coefficients α^ are chosen as described above. Π n (x) is clearly a continuous function of t for £ in T. We next show that for almost all x, {ΠJx)} forms a Cauchy sequence in the complete space of continuous functions f on T with norm defined by ||/|| = max |/(ί) |.
teT
In estimating || Π n (x) -Π n^{ x) ||, for a fixed t = (t lf ί 2 , ί n , ί Λ+1> ί π+2 , ...) in Γ, write p = (ί lf ... t n _,) S (ί lf ... t n-1 , 0, 0, ...) and g = (ίi, ί Λ _i, ί») = (ίi, ί»-i, ί n , 0, 0, •). Then according to the above discussion, we can express p and q as p = ΣS 1^^; ^ = Σ?=oδ»9 where XJ-J α< = 1, XLo &* = 1, α* ^ 0, 6* ^ 0, and where (p 0 , p n^) and (q Q , g n ) are the vertices of the simplexes determined by p and q respectively in G n^ and G n .
This last inequality is proved as follows:
Observe also that because of the way the p 3 -and q { are chosen, ,
Observe that Proof. The proof is the Q-dimensional analogue of Theorem 1 with the following modifications.
Choose Θ such that 0 < β < θ < a/X. Observe that in the case here of general processes we may use the generalized Chebyshev inequality to obtain the following estimate: Now apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma to conclude that for almost all sample functions x, there is an integer JV (dependent on x) such that n ^ N implies that (6) 
\x(Uc + e<)K)-x(!ch n )\<-jp
for all k, i such that (k -6i)h % and kh n are in D.
Observe that inequality (6) here is identical to inequality (2) in the proof of Theorem 1. From this point onward, the two proofs are identical except a/2 should be replaced by a/X, and oo -dimensional computations replaced by Q-dimensional computations.
4* Levy's Brownian process* Paul Levy defined a Gaussian process {ξ t ; t e H) where the parameter space H is the Hubert space l 2 by specifying that (1) E(ξ t ) = 0 for all ί e H (2) ^(e ί e.) = (i/2){||t|| + ι|8||-nt-8||}. He showed that this process has the property that almost all sample functions are discontinuous in the Hubert sphere. [3] lim (k M ) n = 0 for any M.
W->oo
Hence, the sequence {X n } is almost surely not bounded, which is to say that almost all sample functions of the process are discontinuous in T.
The proof of part 2 of Theorem 5 incorporates many of the steps in Paul Levy's proof that almost all sample functions of the Brownian process are discontinuous in the unit sphere.
